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THE INTERNATONAL IRRIGARON MANAGEMENT INSTITJTE (IIMI), is an autonomous, nonprofit international research and 
training institute, established in 1984 to foster the devdopment, dissemination and adoption of lasting improvements in 
the'performance of irrigated agriculture in developing c:ountries. 
From its headquarters in Sri Lanka, IlMl conduct!; a worldwide program aimed at improving the performance of 
irrigation systems through better management. The institute is currently involved in collaborative research with iiational 
partners in tell countries in Asia, sub-Saharan Africa, West Asia and North Africa. 
Through collaboration, IIMI seeks ways to strengthi:n  independent iiatioiial capacity to improve the maiiagement and 
performance of irrigation systems in developing wuiitries. One aspect of IIMI's  Irrigation Management Information 
Network  (IMIN)  is the creation  of a bibliographic ditabase of  documents  related  to irrigation management and  the 
dissemiiiation of information from this database to those interested in irrigation management. 
Since the database includes information on docum(:nts housed and catalogued at the collaborating institutions, it is 
necessary to have a common thesaurus of keyword ternis to adequately describe documents in the database with as much 
consistency as  possible. The IMIN  Keyword Thesaums  has been compiled primarily to assist those who contribute data 
to the IMIN bibliographic database, to maintain a high level of consistency in their work. 
The thesaurus coillains the current, core vocabulary used to index the records for the IMIN database and reflects actual 
The principal  sources of terms for this specialized thesaurus have been the CAB Thesaurus, the Water Resources 
Thesaurus and the UN Macrothesaurus. Other terms have been added by the contributing organizations as the need arose. 
The thesaurus is divided into three sections. The Keyword Terms section lists all keyword terms used in the lMlN 
database and the source of each term is indicated at the Dottom of the page. The Descriptor Words section lists the words 
that appear in the Keyword Tenns section and each word is followed by all the legal keyword terms that contain that 
particular word. This section is the most useful sectionforlocatiiigthe  range ofterms  that mightbe applicable to a particular 
document.  The  last  section, Geographical Terms, lists all  the geographical  keywords  that  havc been  used  in  the 
documentation of the database to date. 
usage. 
The thesaurus is  expected to provide assistance to those who input information into the database as well as those who 
seek to retrieve information from the database. 
~ 
V KEYWORD TERMS 
This section includes all keyword terms that have been used to date in the Irrigation Management Information Network 
(IMIN) database. The initials in brackets refer to the source of the keyword term. Variant forms of terms are indicated with 
-  Use and &&cross  references. 
Abbreviations [UN] 
Accounting [CAB] 
Administration [  WRT] 
Use&  Administrations 
Administrations 
Use  Administration 
Aff%&tatioii  [CAB] 
Use for  Reforestation 
Reafforesta  tion  __ 
Agrarian reform [CAB] 
Agricultural credit [CAB] 
Agricultural development [CAB] 
Agricultural ecology [HQ] 
Agricultural economics [CAB] 
Agricultural extension [UN] 
Agricultural financial policy [CAB] 
Agricultural manpower [CAB] 
__  Use for Agricultural workers 
Agricultural planning [CAB] 
Agricultural policy [CAB] 
Agricultural prices [CAB] 
Agricultural production [CAB] 
Agricultural research [CAB] 
Agricultural society [CAB] 
Agricultural unemployment [CAB] 
Agricultural workers 
Use Agricultural manpower 





Air pollution [CAB] 
Air quality [CAB] 
Alkaline soils [CAB] 
Alkalinity [CAB] 
Use for Alkali soils  __ 
Analysis [CAB] 
Analytical methods [CAB] 
Animal husbandry [CAB] 
Animal production [CAB] 
Anthropology [CAB] 
Application efficiency [HQ] 
-  Use  Efficiency 
__  Use for Conveyance efficiency 
Appropriate technology [CAB] 
Aquatic weeds [CAB] 
Aquifers [CAB] 
Arabic language [HQ] 
Arable farming [CAB] 
Arid lands [CAB] 
And zones [CAB] 
Artificial recharge [WRT] 
Assessment [CAB] 
Attitudes [CAB] 
Audiovisual aids [CAB] 
Automatic control [HQ] 
Automation [CAB] 






Basic needs [UN, CAB] 
Basin irrigation [CAB] 
Beans (phaseolus) [CAB] 
Benefits [WRT] 
Bibliographies [CAB] 
Biological control [CAB] 
Black cotton soils [CAB] 
__  Use  for Project benefits 
CAB -  CABThesaums 
WRT -  Water Resources Thesaurus 
HQ  -  IIMI Headquarters 
1 
OD1  -  Overseas Development Institute 
UN  -  UNMacrothesaurus 
-7 2  KEYWORD TERMS 
Colonialism [CAB] 
Colonization 
Use  Settlement 
CoGon  property [ODI] 
Communal irrigation systems [Ha] 
Communes [CAB, UN] 
Usefor Coniniuue 
Cotninunication [CAB] 
Community development [CAB] 
Community forestry [CAB] 
Compensation [CAB] 
Computer analysis [CAB] 
Computer models [WRT] 
Computer prograins [WRT] 
Use  Computer software 
CoFuter software [CAB] 
Use for  Computer prograins 
Computer techniques [CAB] 
Computers [CAB] 
Concrete [CAB] 
Concrete pipes [CAB] 
Conferences [CAB] 
Conflict [CAB] 
Conjunctive use [WRT] 
Constraints [CAB] 
Construction [CAB] 
Constructioii costs [UN] 
Constructioii equipment [WRT] 
Construction technology [CAB] 
Consumption [CAB] 
Continuous flow [WRT] 
Contracts [CAB] 
Control methods [CAB] 
Control systems [WRT] 
Conveyance efficiency [HQ] 
Use Efficiency 
Cooperation [CAB] 




Cost allocation [HQ] 
Cost benefit arialysis [CAB] 
Cost recovery [ODI] 
Costs [CAB] 
Cotton [CAB] 
Cotton pickers [CAB] 
Credit [CAB] 
Credit policy [CAB] 
__ 
OD1  -  Overseas Development Institute 
UN  - UN Macrothesaurus 
Border irrigation [CAB] 
Brain drain [HQ] 




Canal banks [CAB] 
Use&  _  Caiial embankments 
Banks 
Canal construction [WRT] 
Canal embankments 
Use  Canal banks 
Canallinings [WRT] 
Canal regulation [HQ] 
Use Flow control 
Caixregulatioii techniques [HQ] 








Career development [CAB] 
Case studies [CAB] 
Cash crops [CAB] 
Cassava [CAB] 
Catchment areas [WRT] 
__  Use  for  Drainage basius 
Collecting aIeas 




Chaiuiel improvement [WRT] 
Chemical control [CAB] 
Chutes [CAB] 
Citrus fruits [CAB] 
Clay [CAB] 
Clay minerals [CAB] 
Clay soils [CAB] 
Climate [CAB] 
Coastal soils [CAB] 
Coconuts [CAB] 
Collecting areas 
Collective action [HQ] 
Use  Catchment areas 
CAB  -  CABThesaurus 
WRT -  Water Resources Thesaurus 
HQ  -  IIMI Headquarters KEYWORD TERMS  3 
Criminality [CAB] 
Crop-based irrigation [HQ] 
Crop diversification 
Use  Crops 
Diversification 
Crop enterprises [CAB] 
Crop intensity [HQ] 
Cropproduction [CAB] 
Crop yield [CAB] 
Cropping systems [CAB] 
Crops [CAB] 
Cultivated lands [WRT] 
Cultivation [CAB] 
Cultivation methods [CAB] 
Cultural ecology [Ha] 
Culture [CAB] 
Use Intensive cropping 
Dairy cattle [CAB] 
Dam construction [WRT] 
Dams [CAB] 
Data collection [CAB] 
Data processing [CAB] 
Data storage and retrieval [WRT] 




Decision making [CAB] 
Decision support tools [HQ] 






Design criteria [CAB] 
Design-management interaction [HQ] 
Developing countries [CAB] 
Development [CAB] 
Development aid [CAB] 
Development banks [CAB] 
Development plans [CAB] 
Development policy [CAB] 
Development projects [CAB] 
Dewatering [WRT] 
Diagnostic analysis 
See also Subsurface dams  __ 
CAB  -  CABThesaurus 
WRT -  Water Resources Thesaurus 
HQ  -  IIMI Headquarters 
Use Diagnostic techniques 
Diagnostic techniques [CAB] 
Useh  Diagnostic analysis 
DicGiaries [CAB] 
Directories [CAB] 
Discharge frequency [WRT] 
Discharges [CAB] 
Disease vectors [CAB] 
Diseases [CAB] 
Displacement [CAB] 
Distributary canals [HQ] 
Diversification  [CAB] 
Diversion [WRT] 
Division of labor [CAB] 
Documentation [CAB] 
Domestic water [WRT] 
Downstream [WRT] 
Downstream control [HQ] 
Drainage [CAB] 
Drainage basins 
Use  Catchment areas 
Dra%[WRT] 
Draught animals [CAB] 
Draught power 
DriGg  [CAB] 
Driagation  [WRT] 
DmyhTCAB] 
Dry farming [CAB] 
__  Use for  Draught power 
Use  Draught animals 
Use&  Well drilling 
Use for Trickle ivigation 
Ecology [CAB] 
Economic analysis [CAB] 
Economic aspects [WRT] 
Economic development [CAB] 
Economic evaluation [CAB] 
Economic growth [CAB] 
Economic impact [WRT] 
Economic policy [CAB] 
Economic situation [CAB] 
Economic theories [CAB] 
Economics of production 




Use  for  Ecosystem  __ 
OD1  -  Overseas Development Institute 
UN  -  UN Macrothesaurus 4  KEYWORD TERMS 
Use&  Ecosystem 
EduTtion  [CAB] 
Efficiency [CAB] 
Use&  Conveyance efficiency 
Application efficiency 
Effluents [CAB, WRT] 
Electric power demand [WRT] 
Electricity supplies [CAB] 
Employment [CAB] 
Use&  Employment opportunities 
EmFyment  opportunities 
Use  Employment 
Encyclopaedias [CAB] 
Energy [CAB] 
Energy consumption [CAB] 
Energy resources [CAB] 
Engineering [CAB] 




Use  Environmental effects 
Envxnmental control [CAB] 
Environmental degradation [CAR] 
Environmental effects [WRT] 
__  Usefor Environmental impact 
Environmental aspects 
Environmental impact 
Use  Environmental effects 
Envxnmental policy [WRT] 
Environmental sustainability [Ha] 
Equitable apportionment [WRT] 
Equity [HQ] 
Eroded soils [CAB] 
Erosion [CAB] 
ESI [Ha] 
Essrtial Structural ImDrovement 











Expansive soils [WRT] 
CAB - CABThesaurus 
WRT -  Water Resources Thesaurus 






Family labor [CAB] 
Famine [CAB] 
Farm development [CAB] 
Farm economics [CAB] 
Farm income [CAB] 
Farm indebtedness [CAB] 
Farm leases [CAB] 
Farm management [CAB] 
Farm ponds [HQ] 
Farm roads [CAB] 
Farm size [CAB] 
Farm surveys [CAB] 
Farmer-agency interactions [HQ] 
Farmer managed irrigation systems [HQ] 
Farmer participation [Ha] 
Farmers [CAB] 
Farmers’ associations [CAB] 
Farmers’ attitudes [CAB] 
Farming [CAB] 
Farming systems [CAB] 
Farms [CAB] 
Feasibility studies [CAB] 
Feeds [CAB] 
Female labor [CAB] 
Fertility [CAB] 
Fertilizers [CAB] 
Field crops [CAB] 
Field tests [CAB] 
Filtration [CAB] 
Financial institutions [CAB] 
Financial planning [CAB] 
Financial resources VN] 
Financing [WRT] 
Fiscal policy [CAB] 
Fish [CAB] 
Fish breediug (OD11 
Use  Fish farming 
Fishfarming [CAB] 





OD1  - Overseas Development Institute 
UN  -  UN Macrothesaurus KEYWORD TERMS 
Floating rice [CAB] 
Flood control [CAB] 
Flood discharge [WRT] 
Flood irrigation [CAB] 
Flood plains [CAB] 
Flood water [WRT] 
Flow [CAB] 
Flow channels [WRT] 
Flow control [HQ] 
__  Usefor Canal regulation 
Flow discharge [WRT] 
Use&  Water flow 
FloGeasurement [WRT] 
Flow regulators [WRT] 
Flumes [WRT] 
Fodder [WRT] 
Food aid [CAB] 
Food consumption [CAB] 
Food for work [ODI] 
Food policy [CAB] 
Food production [CAB] 
Food security [ODI] 
Food shortage [ODI] 
Food supplies 
Use Food supply 
Foodsupply [CAB] 
Usefor Food supplies 
Forecasting [CAB] 
Forest management [CAB] 
Forest policy [CAB] 
Forest resources [CAB] 
Forestry [CAB] 
Forests [CAB] 
French language [HQ] 
Fuels [CAB] 
Fuelwood [CAB] 






Use&  Gender issues 
Gender differences [Ha] 
Gender issues [Ha] 
Use Gender 
Gellder relations [HQ] 
Geographical Information Systems [HQ] 
Use CIS 




Geothermal energy [CAB] 
GIs [Ha] 
Use&  Geographical Information Systems 
.??also  __  Information systems 
Goats [CAB] 
Government [CAB] 
Government managed irrigation systems [HQ] 
Governmental interrelations [WRT] 
Graphic arts [UN] 
Graphics [CAB] 
Gravity flow [WRT] 
Grazing [CAB] 
Green revolution [CAB] 
Groundnuts [CAB] 
Groundwater [CAB] 
Groundwater depletion [HQ] 
Groundwater development [WRT] 
Groundwater extraction [CAB] 
Groundwater irrigation [WRT] 
Groundwater management [WRT] 
Groundwater market [HQ] 
Groundwater potential [WRT] 
Group behavior [CAB] 
Hand pumps 
Use Manual pumps 
Handtube wells [HQ] 
Handbooks [CAB] 
Health [CAB] 





Human diseases [CAB] 
Human ecology [CAB] 
Human resource development [Ha] 
HUG  resources [CAB] 
Human resources development [HQ] 
Hydraulic structures [WRT] 
Hydraulics [CAB] 
Use&  Human resources development 
Use Human resource development 
CAB  -  CABThesaurus 
WRT -  Water Resources Thesaurus 
HQ  -  IIMI Headquarters 
OD1  -  Overseas Development Institute 
UN  - UNMacrothesaurus 6  KEYWORD TERMS 
Hydroelectric schemes [CAB] 
Use&  Hydroelectricity 
H  y&lectricit  y 





Income distribution [CAB] 
Income generation [Ha] 
See  a&  Income 
Indicators [WRT] 
Industrial development 
Use  Industrialization 




Information science [CAB] 
Information services [CAB] 
Information systems [CAB] 
Information theory [HQ] 
Infrastructure [CAB] 
Innovations [CAB] 
Inservice training [CAB] 
Institution building [CAB] 
Use&  Industrial development 
See  __  also Institution building 
--  Use  for  Institutional development 
Institutional strenthening 
See also Infrastructure 
Institutional constraints [WRT] 
Institutional development [Ha] 
Institutionalization [HQ] 
Institutions [CAB] 
Intake gates [WRT] 
Intensive cropping [CAB] 
Use&  Crop intensity 
Intesittent irrigation [HQ] 
International cooperation [CAB] 
International migration [UN] 
Interquartile range [HQ] 
Use Interquartile ratio 
Intexuartile ratio [HQ] 
-_  Use  for Interquartile range 
Intervention [CAB] 
Intra household division of resources [HQ] 
__ 
Investment [CAB] 
Investment planning [CAB] 
Investment policy [CAB] 
Irrigable land [WRT] 
Irrigated agriculture 
Use  Irrigated farming 
Seealso  -_ Irrigation 
AgriculNre 
Farming 
Use&  Irrigated agriculture 
Irrigated farming [CAB] 
Irrigated sites [CAB] 
Irrigated soils [CAB] 
Irrigation [CAB] 
Irrigation agronomy 
Use  Imgation 
Agronomy 
Irrigation canals [WRT] 
Irrigation design [WRT] 
Irrigation effects [WRT] 
Irrigation efficiency [WRT] 
Irrigation engineering [WRTI 
Irrigation equipment [CAB] 
Irrigation management [Ha] 
Irrigation operation [WRT] 
Irrigation potential 
Use  Water potential 
Irrigation practices [WRT] 
Irrigation programs [WRT] 
__  Use  for  Irrigation projects 
Irrigation schemes 
Use  Irrigation programs (WRT) 
Irrigation projecls 
Irrigation requirements [WRT] 
Irrigation scheduling [CAB] 
Use&  Warabandi 
Rorational flow 
Irrigation schemes [Ha] 
Use  Irrigation programs 
Irrigation systems [CAB] 
Irrigation water [WRTI 
Labor [CAB] 
Labor allocation [CAB] 
Labor costs [CAB] 
Labor intensity [CAB] 
Labor mobility [CAB] 
Labor productivity [CAB] 
CAB  - CABThesaurus 
WRT - Water Resources Thesaurus 
HQ  - IIMI Headquarters 
OD1  -  Overseas Development Institute 
UN  -  UNMacrothesaurus KEYWORD TERMS 
Labor shortage [ODI] 
Lagoons [CAB] 
Land [CAB] 
Land classification [CAB] 
Land consolidation [CAB] 
Land development [CAB] 
Land improvement [CAB] 
Use Land development 
Seealso  --  Land management 
Land management [CAB] 
Ss  g&  Land improvement 
Land development 




Land productivity [CAB] 
Land reclamation [CAB] 
Land reform [CAB] 
Land resources [CAB] 





Large-scale systems [Ha] 
Leaching [CAB] 
Leadership [CAB] 




Linear programming [CAB] 
Littoral zones [ODI] 
Livestock [CAB] 
Living conditions [CAB] 
Living standards [CAB] 
Local government [CAB] 
Location of production [CAB] 
Low lift irrigation [HQ] 




Maintenance costs [WRT] 




Use&-  Corn 
MaGa  [CAB] 
Management [CAB] 
Management control systems [HQ] 
Management development [HQ] 
Use  Management training 
Management Information Systems [UN] 
Use&-  MIS 
Management innovations [Ha] 
See &  Innovations 
Management planning [WRT] 
Management training [Ha] 
Use&-  Management development 
Management transfer [Ha] 
-  Use Privatization 
Use&-  Turnover 
MaGoves [ODI] 
Manual pumps [Ha] 
Masng  [CAB] 
Maps [CAB] 
Marginal analysis [CAB] 
Marginal costs [HQ] 
See  -_  also Costs 
Marginal farms [CAB] 
Marketing [CAB] 
Marketing policy [CAB] 
Marketing techniques [WRT] 
Mathematical models [CAB] 
Matrices [CAB] 
Measurement [CAB] 
Measuring instruments [WRT] 
Meat production [CAB] 
Mechanical equipment [WRT] 
Mechanical methods [CAB] 
Mechanization [CAB] 
Metayage [CAB] 
Use  Sharecropping 
Methodology [CAB] 
Microcomputers [CAB] 
Migrant labor [CAB] 






Use&- Hand pumps 
CAB  -  CABThesaurus  OD1  -  Overseas Development Institute 
WRT -  Water Resources Thesaurus  UN  -  UNMacrothesaurus 




Use  Models 
Models [CAB] 
Use&  Modelling 
Modernization [CAB] 
S+v-?a&  Rehabilitation 
Moisture deficiency [WRT] 
Moisture stress [WRT] 
Monetary reform [CAB] 
Monitoring [CAB] 
Mountains [CAB UN] 
Multinational corporations [CAB] 
Use  Management Information Systems 
-  Use &  Transnational corporations 
National planning [CAB] 
Natural disasters [CAB] 
Natural resources [CAB] 
Network analysis [CAB] 
Networks [WRT] 
Night operations [CAB] 
Nitrogen [CAB] 
Non-governmental organizations [ODI] 
Nutrition [CAB] 
Oases [CAB] 
Oil plants [CAB] 
On-demand delivery [HQ] 
Use Water delivery 
Otizm  research [HQ] 
Open channels [WRT] 
Operating costs [WRT] 
Operating policies [WRT] 
Operating range [CAB] 
Operations [CAB] 
Optimization [CAB] 
Optimization methods [CAB] 
Organization change [HQ] 
Orgxzation of work [CAB] 
Organization theory [HQ] 
Organizational change [Ha] 
Organizational design [Ha] 
Organizational development [CAB] 
-  Use&  Organization change 
Use  Organizational development 
Organizational dynamics [HQ] 
Organizations [CAB] 
Ouedd 
Use  Wadi  - 
Paddy fields [HQ] 
Seealso  Rice 
Participatory management [Ha] 
Participatory rural appraisal [HQ] 
Pastoral society [CAB] 
Pastoralism [CAB] 
Pasture management [CAB] 
Pastures [CAB] 
Peaches [WRT] 
Peasant workers [CAB] 
Percolation [CAB] 
Performance [CAB] 
Performance assessment [HQ] 
Use  Performance evaluation 
Performance evaluation [WRT] 
Use&  Performance assessment 
Galso  Evaluation 
__  Use for Performance indicators 
See nlso  Indicators 
Performance indicators [Ha] 
Use Performance indexes 
Galso  Indicators 
__ 
Ssee Soil water movement 
__ 






Personnel management [WRT] 
Pest control [CAB] 
Pesticide residues [CAB] 
Pests [CAB] 
Phaseolus vulgaris [CAB] 
Pipes [CAB] 
Pitcher irrigation [ODI] 
Planning [CAB] 
Plant diseases [CAB] 
Plant growth [WRT] 
Plant propagation [CAB] 




Policy making [WRT] 
CAB  -  CABThesaurus 
WRT -  Water Resources Thesaurus 
HQ  - IIMI Headquarters 
OD1  -  Overseas Development Institute 
UN  -  UN Macrothesaurus KEYWORD TERMS  9 
Political analysis [HQ] 
Political aspects [WRT] 
Political attitudes [CAB] 
Political constraints [WRT] 
Pollution [CAB] 
Pollution control [WRT] 
Population [CAB] 
Population dynamics [CAB] 
Population growth [CAB] 
Postharvest systems [CAB] 
Potatoes [CAB] 
Poverty [CAB] 
Pragmatic rehabilitation [Ha] 
See also Rehabilitation 
Precipitation [WRT] 
Precision land levelling [Ha] 
See also Levelling 
Price elasticities [CAB] 
Price policy [CAB] 
Prices [CAB] 
Pricing [WRT] 
Primary level irrigation [HQ] 
Printing industry [UN] 
Private investment [CAB] 
Private ownership [CAB] 
__ 
__ 
See also Privatization 
Turnover  __ 
Private sector [CAB] 
Privatization [HQ] 
Use&  Management transfer 
TTmover 
Probability analysis [CAB] 
Problem analysis [CAB] 
Production [CAB] 
Production costs [CAB] 
Production economics [CAB] 
Production functions [CAB] 
Productivity [CAB] 
Profiles [WRT] 
Project appraisal [CAB] 
Project benefits 
Use Benefits 
ProF  control [CAB] 
Project design [ODI] 
Project management [OD]] 
Project planning [WRT] 
Projects [CAB] 
Property [CAB] 
Use&  Economics of production 
Protective irrigation [HQ] 
Public administration [ODI] 
Public economics [HQ] 
Public finance [CAB] 
Public goods [HQ] 
Public health [CAB] 
Public invesbnent [CAB] 
Public ownership [CAB] 
Public policy [WRT] 
Public sector [CAB] 




See  __  also Irrigation systems 
Qualitative analysis 
Use Qualitative techniques 
Qualitative techniques [CAB] 
__  Use for Qualitative analysis 
Quality control [WRT] 
Use for  Quality controls 
Quality controls [CAB] 
Use  Quality control 
Quztative  analysis [CAB] 
-- 
Rain [CAB] 
Rain-fed farming [CAB] 
Rainfall [WRT] 
Use  Rain 
Rainfall-runoff relationships [WRT] 
Rapid methods [CAB] 








Red soils [CAB] 
Redistribution [CAB] 
Regional development [CAB] 
Regional planning [CAB] 
Regression analysis [CAB] 
Regulated flow [WRT] 
Use&  Rainfall 
__ 
~  ~ 
CAB  -  CABThesaurus 
WRT -  Water Resources Thesaurus 
HQ  -  IIMI Headquarters 
OD1  - Overseas Development Institute 
UN  -  UN Macrothesaurus 10 
Rehabilitation [CAB] 
See  Modernization 
Relative water supply [Ha] 
Reliability [CAB] 
Remote sensing [CAB] 
Rent seeking [Ha] 
Research [CAB] 
Research institutes [CAB] 
Research methods [UN] 
Research needs 
Use  Research priorities 
Research policy [CAB] 
Research priorities [WRT] 
&& Research needs 
Research projects [CAB] 
Reservoir operation [Ha] 
Resewoir storage [WRT] 
Reservoirs [CAB] 
Resource allocation [CAB] 




Rice bran [CAB] 
Rice byproducts [CAB] 
Rice husks [CAB] 
Risks [CAB] 
River basin development [WRT] 
River basins [CAB] 
Rivers [CAB] 
Roads [CAB] 
Root crops [CAB] 
Rotation [CAB] 
Rotational delivery 
Rotational flow [WRT] 
Runoff [CAB] 
Runoff water [CAB] 
Rural development [CAB] 
Rural economy [CAB] 
Rural sociology [CAB] 
Rural unemployment [CAB] 
Rural urban migration [CAB] 
Rural welfare [CAB] 
Rural women [CAB] 
Use for  Resources management 
Use Resource management 
-- 
Use Water delivery 
Use Irrigation scheduling 
KEYWORD TERMS 
Saline water intrusion [WRT] 
Use Salt water intrusion 
Salzy  [CAB] 
Salinity control [ODI] 
Salt water intrusion [CAB] 
Sandysoils [CAB] 
Sanitation [CAB] 




Seasonal variation [CAB] 
Secondary level irrigation [HQ] 
Sedimentary materials [CAB] 
Sedimentation [CAB] 
Seed production [CAB] 
Seepage [CAB] 
Seepage loss [WRT] 
Selfgovernance [Ha] 
Self help [CAB] 
Self management [UN] 
Sensitivity analysis [WRT] 
Settlement [CAB] 
Use&  Colonizatioii 
Settlement patterns [CAB] 




Use&  Metayage 
share cropping 





Simnlatioii analysis [CAB] 
Simulation models [CAB] 
Sinhalese language [HQ] 
Small farms [CAB] 
Small scale systems [Ha] 
Social aspects [WRT] 
Social behavior [CAB] 
Social change [CAB] 
Social development [CAB] 
Social impact [WRT] 
Use&  Saline water intrusion 
Use&  Social sciences 
CAB  -  CABThesaurus 
WRT -  Water Resources Thesaurus 
HQ  - IIMI Headquarters 
OD1  - Overseas Development Institute 
UN  - UN Macrothesaurus 
I KEYWORD TERMS 
Social integration [CAB] 
Social organization [HQ] 
Social participation [CAB] 
Social sciences [CAB] 
Use Sciences 
Soc~status  [CAB] 
Social structure [CAB] 
Social systems [CAB] 
Societies [CAB] 
Sociological analysis [CAB] 
Sodic soils [CAB] 
Soil analysis [CAB] 
Soil classification [CAB] 
Soil conservation [CAB] 
Soil degradation [CAB] 
Soil fertility [CAB] 
Soil management [CAB] 
Soil moisture [CAB] 
Soil properties [CAB] 
Soil reclamation [CAB] 
Soil salinity [CAB] 
Soil structure [CAB] 
Soil surveys [CAB] 
Soil temperature [CAB] 
Soil texture [CAB] 
Soil water [CAB] 
Soil water movement [CAB] 
Soil-water-plant  relationships [WRT] 




Spate irrigation [ODI] 
Springs [CAB, WRT] 
Sprinkler irrigation [CAB] 
Standards [CAB] 
Starvation [CAB] 
Statistical analysis [CAB] 
Statistics [CAB] 
Stochastic process [CAB] 
Use for Stochastic processes 
Stochastic processes 
Use Stochastic process 
Storage [CAB] 
Strategic management [HQ] 
Strategic planning [UN] 
Use Strategy planning 
Strategy planning [HQ] 
__  Use for Strategic planning 
_- 
CAB  -  CABThesaurus 
WRT -  Water Resources Thesaurus 
HQ  -  IIMI Headquarters 
Stream flow [CAB] 
Subsidies [CAB] 
Subsistance farming [CAB] 
Subsurface dams [HQ] 
Subsurface drainage [CAB] 




Supplementary irrigation [HQ] 
Surface drainage [CAB] 
Surface irrigation [CAB] 
Surface runoff [WRT] 
Surface water [CAB] 




Sustainable agriculture [Ha] 
See  __  also Sustainability 
Swamps [CAB] 
Sweet potatoes [CAB] 
Systems analysis [CAB] 
See also Dams  -_ 
Tank beds [HQ] 




Use  Teaching materials 
Teaching equipment 
Use  Teaching materials 
Teaching materials [CAB] 
Use&  Teaching aids 
Teaching equipment 
Technical aid [CAB] 
Technical progress [CAB] 
Technology [CAB] 
Technology transfer [WRT] 
-_  Usefor Technology transfers 
Technology transfers [CAB] 
UseTecLmology transfer 
Telecommunications [CAB, UN] 
Tenancy [CAB] 
Terminal level irrigation [HQ] 
Terminology [CAB] 
OD1  - Overseas Development Institute 
UN  -  UN Macrothesaurus 12 
Terms of employment 
Tertiary level irrigation [HQ] 
Tertiary sector [CAB] 
Textbooks [CAB] 
Thesauri [CAB] 
Tidal marshes [WRT] 
Tillage [CAB] 
Use&  Land preparation 
Gd  tillage 
Time allocation [CAB] 







Trade policy [CAB] 
Traditional farming [CAB] 
Training [CAB] 
Training and development [Ha] 
Training courses [CAB] 
Use for  Training modules 
See also Training 
Training needs assessment [HQ] 
Transnational corporations [ODI] 




Trickle irrigation [CAB] 
Use Drip irrigation 
TryGiosomiases [CAB] 
Tube well irrigation [CAB] 
Use&  Tubewell irrigation 
Tub~wells  [CAB] 
Use for  Tubewells 
Tubewell irrigation 
Use Tube well irrigation 
Tubxells 
Use  Tube wells 
TurKes  [CAB, UN] 
Turnover [CAB] 




Use Privatization  - 
KEYWORD TERMS  I 
Uncertainties [CAB] 
-_  Use for  Uncertainty 
CAB -  CABThesaurus 
WRT -  Water Resources Thesaurus 
HQ  -  IIMI Headquarters 
Uncertainty 
Use  Uncertainties 
Urbanization [CAB] 
User charges [WRT] 
Users’ perspective [HQ] 
Vectors [CAB] 
Vegetable crops 
Use  Vegetables 
Vegetables [CAB] 





Use for  Ouedd 
%%dF 
Wage rates [CAB] 
Use&  Wage scale 
Wagescale 
Use  Wage rates 
WaG[CAB] 
Warabandi 
Use Rotational flow 
Irrigation scheduling 
Waste water management [WRT] 
-_  Use for  Wastewater management 
Waste waters [CAB] 
Use for  Wastewater 
Wastewater 
Use  Waste waters 
Wastewater management 
Cise  Waste water management 
WaG[CAB] 
Water allocation [CAB] 
Watcr analysis [WRT] 
Water availability [CAB] 
Water balance [CAB] 
Water budget [CAB] 
Water conselvation [CAB] 
Water control [WRT] 
Water conveyance [WRT] 
Water costs [CAB] 
Water deficit [WRT] 
Water delivery [WRT] 
__  Use for  On-demand delivery 
Rotational delivery 
__ 
OD1  - Overseas Development Institute 
UN  -  UN Macrothesaurus 13  KEYWORD TERMS 
Water delivery performance [HQ] 
Waler demaud [WRT] 
Water development [WRT] 
Water distributioii [WRT] 
Water flow 
Use Flow discharge 
Waterharvesting [CAB] 
Water impoundment [CAB] 
Water law [CAB] 
Water lifliiig [HQ] 
Water loss [WRT] 
Water inauagemeiit [CAB] 
Water market [HQ] 
Water measurement [WRT] 
Water policy [CAB] 
Water pollutiou [CAB] 
Water potential [CABJ 
Water potentials 
Waterquality [WRT] 
Water rates [WRT] 
Water requirements [CAB] 
Water resource management [CAB] 
Water resources [CAB] 
Water resources developinelit [WRT] 
Water reuse [WRT] 
Water rights [WRT] 
Water scarcity [WRT] 
Water shortage [WRT] 
Water storage [CAB] 
Water stress [CAB] 
Water supplies [CAB] 
Use  Water supply 
Watersupply [WRT] 
Use&  Water supplies 
Watertable [CAB] 
Water transfer [WRT] 
Water transport [CAB] 
__  Use for  Water delivery performatice (ratio) 
__  Use for Irrigation potential 
Use  Water potential 
Water use [CAB] 
Water use efficiency [CAB] 
Water users [WRT] 
Water users’ associations [HQ] 
Water wheels [WRT] 
Waterboriie diseases [CAB] 
Watercourses [WRT] 
Waterlogging [CAB] 
Watershed managemetit [CAB] 
Watersheds [CAB) 
See  -_  also Catchlnent areas 
Wedd 
Use  Wadi 
Wexontrol [CAB] 
Weirs [WRT] 
Welfare economics [CAB] 
Well drilling 





Wind power [CAB] 
Windinills [CAB] 
Woman’s status [CAB] 
Women [CAB] 
Women in development [HQ] 
See also Women 
Wool production [CAB] 
Work places [CAB] 




Use&  Terms of eniploymeut 
Wrzg  [UN] 
Yield forecastiug [CAB] 
Yield respoiise luuctions [CAB] 
Yields [CAB] 
CAB -  CABThesaurus 
WRT -  Water Resources Thesaurus 
HQ  -  IIMI Headquarters 
OD1  -  Overseas Development Institute 
UN  -  UN Macrothesaurus 
! DESCRIPTOR WORDS 
This section lists the words that appear in the Keyword Terms section and each word is followed by all the acceptable 






Collective action [HQ] 
Administration 
Administration [WRT] 




Farmer-agency interactions [HQ] 
Agrarian 
Agrarian reform [CAB] 
Agricultural 
Agricultural credit [CAB] 
Agricultural development [CAB] 
Agricultural ecology [HQ] 
Agricultural economics [CAB] 
Agricultural extension [UN] 
Agricultural financial policy [CAB] 
Agricultural manpower [CAB] 
Agricultural planning [CAB] 
Agricultural policy [CAB] 
Agricultural prices [CAB] 
Agricultural production [CAB] 
Agricultural research [CAB] 
Agricultural society [CAB] 














Development aid [CAB] 
Fwd aid [CAB] 
Technical aid [CAB] 
Aids 
Audiovisual aids [CAB] 
A ir 
Air pollution [CAB] 
Air quality [CAB] 
Alkaline 




Cost allocation [HQ] 
Labor allocation [CAB] 
Resource allocation [CAB] 
Time allocation [CAB] 
Water allocatioa [CAB] 
Analysis 
Analysis [CAB] 
Computer analysis [CAB] 
Cost benefit analysis [CAB] 
Economic analysis [CAB] 
Marginal analysis [CAB] 
15 16  DESCRIPTOR WORDS 
Network analysis [CAB] 
Political analysis [HQ] 
Probability analysis [CAB] 
Problem analysis [CAB] 
Quantitative analysis [CAB] 
Regression analysis [CAB] 
Sensitivity analysis [WRT] 
Simulation analysis [CAB] 
Sociological analysis [CAB] 
Soil analysis [CAB] 
SLltistical analysis [CAB] 
Systems analysis [CAB] 
Water analysis [WRT] 
Amlyticul 
Analytical methods [CAB] 
Animal 
Animal husbandry [CAB] 
Animal production [CAB] 
Animals 




Equitable apportionment [WRT] 
Appraisal 
Participatory rural appraisal (HQ] 
Project appraisal [CAB] 
Rapid rural appraisal [HQ] 
Appropriute 
Appropriale technology [CAB] 
Aquutic 




Arabic language [Ha] 
Arable 
Arable farrniiig [CAB] 
Areas 
Catchment areas [WRT] 
Arid 
Arid lands [CAB] 
Arid zones [CAB] 
Artificiul 
Artificial recharge [WRT] 
Arts 
Graphic arts [UN] 
Aspects 
Economic aspects [WRT] 
Legal aspects [WRT] 
Political aspects [WRT] 
Social aspects [WRT] 
Assessment 
Assessment [CAB] 
Performance assessment [HQ] 
Training needs assessment [HQ] 
Associations 
Farmers’ associations [CAB] 
Water users’ associations [HQ] 
Attitudes 
Attitudes [CAB] 
Farmers’ attitudes [CAB] 
Political attitudes [CAB] 
Audiovisual 
Audiovisual aids [CAB] 
Automutic 




Water availability [CAB] 
Balance 




Bananas [CAB] DESCRIPTOR WORDS 
Banks 
Canal bauks [CAB] 




Basic needs [UN CAB] 
Basin 
Basin irrigation [CAB] 
River basin development [WRT] 
Basins 
River basins [CAB] 
Beans 
Beans (phaseolus) [CAB] 
Beds 
Tank beds [Ha] 
Behavior 
Group behavior [CAB] 
Social behavior [CAB] 
Benefit 






Biological control [CAB] 
Black 
Black cotton soils [CAB] 
Border 
Border irrigatiou [CAB] 
Brain 
Braiu drain [Ha] 
Bran 
Rice hrau [CAB] 
Budget 
Water budget [CAB] 
17 
Building 










Caual banks [CAB] 
Canal construction [WRT] 
Canal liuiiigs [WRT] 
Canal regulation [Ha] 
Canal regulation techniques [Ha] 
Canals 
Canals [CABJ 
Distributary canals [HQ] 
Irrigation canals [WRT] 
Career 
Career developineut [CAB] 
Case studies 
Case studies [CAB] 
Cash 




Catchiiieiit areas [WRT] 
Catchmeat yield [HQ] 
Cattle 
Cattle [CAB] 
Dairy cattle [CAB] 
Cereals 
Cereals [CAB] 18 
Change 
Change [CAB] 
Organization change [Ha] 
Organizational change [Ha] 
Social change [CAB] 
Channel 
Channel improvement [WRT] 
Channels 
Flow channels [WRT] 
Open channels [WRT] 
Charges 
User charges [WRT] 
Chemical 




Citrus fruits [CAB] 
Cla.w$carion 
Land classification [CAB] 
Soil classification [CAB] 
Clay 
Clay [CAB] 
Clay minerals [CAB] 








Data collectioii [CAB] 
Collective 




Common property [OD11 
DESCRIPTOR WORDS 
Communal 
Communal irrigation systems [HQ] 
Communes 




Community development [CAB] 




Computer analysis [CAB] 
Computer models [WRT] 
Computer software [CAB] 





Concrete pipes [CAB] 
Condifions 
Living conditions [CAB] 






Conjunctive use [WRT] 
Conservation 
Soil conservation [CAB] 
Water consemation [CAB] 
Consolidation 
Land cotlsolidation [CAB] 
Constraints 
Constraints [CAB] 
Institutional constraints [WRT] 
Political conslraints [WRT] DESCRIPTOR WORDS 
Construction 
Canal construction [WRT] 
Construction [CAB] 
Construction costs [UN] 
Constructioii equipment [WRTJ 
Construction lechiiology [CAB] 
Dam construction [WRT] 
Consumption 
Consumption [CAB] 
Energy consumption [CAB] 
Food consumptioa [CAB] 
Continuous 




Automatic control [HQ] 
Biological control [CAB] 
Chemical control [CAB] 
Control methods [CAB] 
Control systems [WRT] 
Downstream control [HQ] 
Enviroinneiital control [CAB] 
Flood control [CAB] 
Flow control [Ha] 
Management control systems [HQ] 
Pest control [CAB] 
Pollution coiitrol [WRT] 
Project control [CAB] 
Quality conlrol [WRT] 
Saliuily control [ODI] 
Water coiitrol [WRTJ 
Weed coiitiol [CAB] 
Conveyance 
Water conveyance [WRT] 
Cooperation 
Cooperation [CAB] 
Iiiteriialioual cooperation [CAB] 
Cooperative 











Cost allocation [Ha] 
Cost benefit aualysis [CAB] 
Cost recovery [ODI] 
Costs 
Construction costs [UN] 
Costs [CAB] 
Labor costs [CAB] 
Mainteuance costs [WRT] 
Marginal costs [HQ] 
Operating costs [WRT] 
Production costs [CAB] 
Water costs [CAB] 
Cotton 
Black colton soils [CAB] 
Cotton [CAB] 
Cotton pickers [CAB] 
Countries 
Developing countries [CAB] 
Courses 
Training courses [CAB] 
Credit 
Agricultural credit [CAB] 
Credit [CAB] 




Design criteria [CAB] 
troy, 
Crop diversification 
Crop enterprises [CAB] 
Crop production [CAB] 
Crop yield [CAB] 
Crop-based 
Crop-based irrigatioii [HQ] 
Cropping 
Cropping systeiiis [CAB] 20 
Intensive cropping [CABJ 
Crops 
Cash crops [CAB] 
Crops [CAB] 
Field crops [CAB] 
Root crops [CAB] 
Cultivated 
Cultivated lands [WRT] 
Cultivation 
Cultivation [CABJ 
Cultivation methods [CAB] 
Cultural 





Dairy cattle [CAB] 
Dam 
Dam construction [WRT] 
Dams 
Dams [CAB] 
Subsurface dams [HQ] 
Dafa 
Data collection [CAB] 
Data processing [CAB] 
Data storage and retrieval [WRT] 








Decisiou making [CAB] 
Decision support tools [HQ] 
Deep 
Deep tube wells [HQJ 
Deficiency 
Moisture deficiency [WRT] 
Deficit 




Eavironmeutal degradation [CAB] 
Soil degradation [CAB] 
Delivery 
On-demand delivery [HQ] 
Water delivery [WRT] 
Water delivery performance [HQJ 
Demand 
Demand [CAB] 
Electric power demand [WRT] 
Water demand [WRT] 
Depletion 







Design criteria [CAB] 
Irrigation design [WRT] 
Organizalional design [Ha] 
Project design [ODIJ 
Design-management 
Design-management interaction [HQ] 
Developing 
Developing couiitries [CAB] 
Development 
Agricultural devclopment [CAB] 
Carrer development [CAB] 
Coininunity developuieut [CABJ 
Developinelit [CAB] 
Development aid [CAB] 
Developuient banks [CAB] 
Developinelit plans [CAB] 
Devrlopuient policy [CAB] DESCFUPTOR WORDS 
Developnient projects [CAB] 
Economic developmelit [CAB] 
Farm development [CAB] 
Groundwater development [WRT] 
Human resource development [HQ] 
Human resources development [HQ] 
Institutional development [HQ] 
Land development [CAB] 
Management development [HQ] 
Organizational development [CAB] 
Regional development [CAB] 
River basin development [WRT] 
Rural development [CAB] 
Social development [CAB] 
Training and development [HQ] 
Water development [WRT] 
Water resources development [WRTJ 












Natural disasters [CAB] 
Discharge 
Discharge frequency [WRT] 
Flood discharge [WRTJ 




Disease vectors [CAB] 
Diseases 
Diseases [CAB] 
Human diseases [CAB] 
Plant diseases [CAB] 





Distributary canals [HQ] 
Distribution 
Income distribution [CAB] 







Divisioii of labor [CAB] 




Domestic water [WRT] 
Downstream 
Downstream [WRT] 
Downstream control [HQ] 
Drain 
Brain drain [HQJ 
Drainage 
Drainage [CAB] 
Subsurface drainage [CAB] 








Drip irrigation [WRT] 
Drought 
Drought [CAB] 22 
Dry 
Dry farming [CAB] 
Dynamics 
Organizational dynamics [HQ] 
Population dynamics [CAB] 
ECOIOgy 
AgriculNral ecology [Ha] 
Cultural ecology [Ha] 
Ecology [CAB] 
Human ecology [CAB] 
Economic 
Economic analysis [CAB] 
Economic aspects [WRT] 
Economic development [CAB] 
Economic evaluation [CAB] 
Economic growth [CAB] 
Economic impact [WRT] 
Economic policy [CAB] 
Econoinic situation [CAB] 
Econoinic theories [CAB] 
Economics 
Agricultural economics [CAB] 
Farm economics [CAB] 
Production economics [CAB] 
Puhlic economics [HQ] 
Welfare economics [CAB] 
Economy 





Higher education [CAB] 
Eflects 
Environmental effects [WRT] 
Irrigation effects [WRTJ 
Efliciency 
Irrigation efficiency [WRT] 
Water use efficiency [CAB] 
Effluents 




Price elasticities [CAB] 
Electric 
Electric power demand [WRT] 
Hydro electric schemes [CAB] 
Electric@ 







Energy consumption [CAB] 
Energy resources [CAB] 
Geothermal energy [CAB] 
Engineering 
Engineering [CAB] 
Irrigation engineeriiig [WRT] 
English 
English language [HQ] 
Enterprkes 






Environmental control [CAB] 
Environmental degradation [CAB] 
Environineiital effects [WRT] 
Environmental policy [WRT] 
Environnieatal sustainability [HQ] 
Equipment 
Corrstructioii equipment [WRT] 
Irrigation equipment [CAB] 
Mechanical equipment [WRT] 
Equituble 




















Economic evaluation [CAB] 
Evaluation [CAB] 





















Agricultural extension [UN] 
Extension [CAB] 
Extraction 
Groundwater extraction [CAB] 
Family 




Farm development [CAB] 
Farm economics [CAB] 
Farm income [CAB] 
Fann indebtedness [CAB] 
Farm leases [CAB] 
Farm management [CAB] 
Farm ponds [HQ] 
Fann roads [CAB] 
Farm size [CAB] 
Farm surveys [CAB] 
Farmer 
Farmer-agency interactions [Ha] 
Farmer managed irrigation systeins [HQ] 
Farmer participation [Ha] 
Farmers 
Farmers [CAB] 
Fanners’ associations (CAB] 
Farmers’ attitudes [CAB] 
Farming 
Arable farming [CAB] 
Cooperative farming [CAB] 
Dry  farming [CAB] 
Farming [CAB] 
Farming systems [CAB] 
Fish farming [CAB] 
Irrigated farming [CAB] 
Mixed farming [CAB] 
Rain-fed farming [CAB] 
Sheep farming [CAB] 
Subsistance farming [CAB] 24 
Traditional farniing [CAB] 
Farms 
Fartiis [CAB] 
Marginal farm  [CAB] 
Small farms [CAB] 
Feasibilily 




Female labor [CAB] 
Ferfili%y 
Fertility [CAB] 




Field crops [CAB] 
Field tern [CAB] 
Fields 




Financial resources [UN] 
Finance 
Public finance [CAB] 
Financial 
Agricultural financial policy ICAB] 
Financial institutions [CAB] 




Fiscal policy [CAB] 
Fish 
Fish [CAB] 









Floating rice [CAB] 
Flood 
Flood control [CAB] 
Flood discharge [WRT] 
Flood irrigation [CAB] 
Flood plains [CAB] 
Flood water [WRT] 
Flow 
Continuous flow [WRTJ 
Flow [CAB] 
Flow chaiuiels [WRT] 
Flow control [HQ] 
Flow discharge [WRT] 
Flow measurement [WRT] 
Flow regulators [WRT] 
Gravity flow [WRT] 
Regulated flow [WRT] 
Rotational flow [WRT] 






Food aid [CAB] 
Food coiisumption [CAB] 
Food for work [ODI] 
Food policy [CAB] 
Food production [CAB] 
Food security [ODI] 
Food shortage [ODI] 
Food supply [CAB] 
Forecasting 
Forecasting [CAB] 
Yield forecasting [CAB] 
Forest 
Forest tnanageinent [CAB] 
Forest policy [CAB] DESCRIPTOR WORDS 
Forest resources [CABJ 
Forestry 





French language [HQ] 
Frequency 
Discharge frequency [WRT] 
Fruits 






Production functions [CAB] 
Yield response functions [CAB] 
Furrow 








Intake gates [WRT] 
Gender 
Gender [Ha] 
Gender differences [HQJ 
Gcndcr relations [HQJ 
Generation 
Income geueratioii [HQ] 
Geographical 














Public goods [HQJ 
Governance 
Self governance [HQ] 
Government 
Government [CAB] 
Government managed irrigation systems [HQ] 
Local government [CAB] 
Governmental 
Goverinnental interrelations [WRT] 
Graphic 













Groundwater depletion [Ha] 
Grouudwater development [WRT] 26 
Groundwater extraction [CAB] 
Groundwater irrigatioii [WRTl 
Groundwater management [WRT] 
Groundwater market [HQ] 
Groundwater potential [WRT] 
Group 
Group behavior [CAB] 
Growth 
Economic growth [CAB] 
Plant growth [WRT] 
Population growth [CAB] 
DESCRIPTOR WORDS 
Hand 




Water harvesting [CAB] 
Health 
Health [CAB] 
Public health [CAB] 
Help 
Self help [CAB] 
Higher 












Human diseases [CAB] 
Human ecology [CAB] 
Human resourcr development [HQ] 
Human resources [CAB] 
Human resources developinent [Ha] 
Husbandry 
Aniinal husbandry [CAB] 
Husks 
Rice husks [CAB] 
Hydraulic 










Economic impact [WRT] 
Social impact [WRT] 
Impoundment 
Water impoundment [CAB] 
Improvement 
Channel improvement [WRT] 
Essential Structural Improvement [HQ] 




Farin income [CAB] 
Income [CAB] 
Income distribution [CAB] 
Income generation [HQ] 
Indebtedness 
Farin iudebteduess [CAB] 
Indexes 












Geographical 1nfonnation.Systems [HQ] 
Information [CAB] 
Information science [CAB] 
Information services [CAB] 
Inforination systems [CAB] 
Information theory [HQ] 





Management innovations [HQ] 
Insewice 
Inservice training [CAB] 
Instilutes 
Research institutes [CAB] 
Inslifulion 
Institution building [CAB] 
InslitUtiOnul 
institutional constraints [WRT] 




Financial institutions [CAB] 
Institutions [CAB] 
Inslruments 
Measuring instruments [WRT] 
27 
Intake 
Intake gates [WRT] 
Integralion 
Social integration [CAB] 
Inlrnsily 
Labor intensity [CAB] 
Intensive 
Intensive cropping [CAB] 
Inferaction 
Design-management interaction [HQ] 
Inferactions 
Farmer-agency interactions [Ha] 
Inlermiflenl 
Intermittent irrigation [HQ] 
Infernufional 
International cooperation [CAB] 
International migration [UN] 
Inferquurlile 
Interquartile ratio [Ha] 
Inferrelations 




Intra household division of resources [HQ] 
Intrusion 
Salt water iiu~rusion  [CAB] 
Investment 
Invcslnient [CAB] 
Investment planning [CAB] 
Investment policy [CAB] 
Private investment [CAB] 
Public investment [CAB] 
Irrigable 
Irrigable land [WRT] 
Irrigated 
Irrigated agriculture 
Irrigated farming [CAB] 
Irrigated sites [CAB] 28 
Irrigated soils [CAB] 
Irrigation 
Basin irrigation [CAB] 
Border irrigation [CAB] 
Cominunal irrigation systems [HQ] 
Crop-based irrigation [HQ] 
Drip irrigation [WRT] 
Farmer managed irrigation systems [HQ] 
Flood irrigation [CAB] 
Furrow irrigation [CAB] 
Government managed irrigation systcms [HO] 
Groundwater irrigation [WRT] 
lnterinittent irrigation [Ha] 
Irrigation [CAB] 
Irrigation agronomy 
lrrigatioii canals [WRT] 
Irrigation design [WRT] 
Irrigation effects [WRT] 
Irrigatioii efficiency [WRT] 
Irrigation engineering [WRT] 
Irrigation equipment [CAB] 
Irrigation management [HQ] 
Irrigation operation [WRT] 
Irrigatioii practices [WRT] 
Irrigatioii programs [WRT] 
lrrigatioii requirements [WRT] 
Irrigation scheduling [CAB] 
Irrigation systems [CAB] 
Irrigation water [WRT] 
Low lift irrigation [Ha] 
Pitcher irrigation [ODI] 
Primary level irrigation [HQ] 
Protective irrigation [HQ] 
Secondary level irrigation [HQ] 
Spate irrigation [OD11 
Sprinkler irrigation [CAB] 
Subsurface irrigation [WRT] 
Supplementary irrigation [HQ] 
Surface irrigation [CAB] 
Surge irrigatioii [HQ] 
Tank irrigation [HQ] 
Terminal level irrigatioii [HQ] 
Tertiary level irrigation [Ha] 
Tube well irrigatioii [CAB] 
DESCRIPTOR WORDS 
Labor 
Division of labor [CAB] 
Family labor [CAB] 
Female labor [CAB] 
Labor [CAB] 
Labor allocation [CAB] 
Labor costs [CAB] 
Labor inlensity [CAB] 
Labor mobility [CAB] 
Labor productivity [CAB] 
Labor shortage [ODI] 




Irrigable land [WRT] 
Land [CAB] 
Land classificatioii [CAB] 
Land consolidation [CAB] 
Land development [CAB] 
Land improvement [CAB] 
Land management [CAB] 
Land ownership [CAB] 
Land prices [CAB] 
Laud productivity [CAB] 
Land reclamatiou [CAB] 
Land reform [CAB] 
Land resources [CAB] 
Laud tenure [CAB] 
Land use [CAB] 




Arid lands [CAB] 
Cultivated land$ [WRT] 
Language 
Arabic language [HQ] 
English language [HQ] 
French language [Ha] 
Sinhalese language [HQ] 
Large-scale 
Large-scale systems [HQ] 
Law 














Primary level irrigation [HQ] 
Secondary level irrigation [HQ] 
Terminal level irrigation [HQ] 
Tertiary level irrigation [HQ] 
Levelling 
Levelling [CAB] 




Low lift irrigation [HQ] 
Low lift pumps [ODI] 
Lifing 
Water lifting [Ha] 
Linear 
Linear programming [CAB] 
Linings 
Canal liniiigs [WRT] 
Liltoral 




Living conditions [CAB] 
Living standards [CAB] 
Local 
Local government [CAB] 
Locution 
Location of productioii [CAB] 
Loss 
Seepage loss [WRT] 
Water loss [WRT] 
Low 
Low lift irrigation [HQ] 









Decision making [CAB] 




Farmer inailaged irrigatioii systeins [Ha] 
Covermilent managed irrigation systems [Ha] 
Munagemenl 
Farm management [CAB] 
Forest management [CAB] 
Groundwater management [WRT] 
Irrigation management [HQ] 
Land management [CAB] 
Management [CAB] 
Management control systems [HQ] 
Management development [HQ] 
Management Information Systems [UN] 
Management innovations [HQ] 
Mauageiiient plaiming [WRT] 
Management training [HQ] 
Management transfer [Ha] 
Participatory inanageme.nt [HQ] 
Pasture management [CAB] 
Personnel inanagement [WRTI 
Project management [ODI] 
Resource inanageinent [CAB] 
Self management [UN] 
Soil management [CAB] 
Strategic inanageme.ut [HQ] 
Waste water management [WRT] 
Water managemsnt [CAB] 
Water resource management [CAB] 
Watershed inanagement [CAB] 
Mungroves 
Mangroves [OD11 30 
Manpower 
Agricultural manpower [CAB] 
Manual 






Marginal analysis [CAB] 
Marginal costs [Ha] 
Marginal farms [CAB] 
Markel 
Groundwater market [HQ] 
Water market [HQ] 
Marketing 
Marketing [CAB] 
Marketing policy [CAB] 
Marketing techniques [WRT] 
Marshes 
Tidal marshes [WRT] 
Materials 
Sedimentary materials [CAB] 
Teaching materials [CAB] 
Mathetnatical 




Flow measurement [WRT] 
Measurement [CAB] 
Water measurement [WRT] 
Measuring 
Measuring instruments [WRT] 
Meat 
Meat production [CAB] 
Mechanical 
Mechanical equipment [WRT] 







Analytical methods [CAB] 
Control methods [CAB] 
Cultivation methods [CAB] 
Mechanical methods [CAB] 
Optimization methods [CAB] 
Rapid methods [CAB] 
Research methods [UN] 
Migranl 
Migrant labor [CAB] 
Migralion 
International migration [UN] 
Rural urban migration [CAB] 
Milk 















Mixed farming [CAB] 
Mobilio 
Labor mobility [CAB] 
Models 
Computer models [WRT] 
Mathematical models [CAB] 
Models [CAB] DESCRIPTOR WORDS 




Moisture deficiency [WRT] 
Moisture stress [WRT] 
Soil moisture [CAB] 
Monetary 




Mountains [CAB UN] 
Movement 
Soil water movement [CAB] 
Multinational 
Multinational corporations [CAB] 
31 
National 
National planning [CAB] 
Natural 
Natural disasters [CAB] 
Natural resources [CAB] 
Needs 
Basic needs [UN CAB] 
Training needs assessment [Ha] 
Network 














Oil plants [CAB] 
On-demand 
On-demand delivery [Ha] 
On  farm 
On fann research [Ha] 
Open 
Open channels [WRT] 
Operating 
Operating costs [WRT] 
Operating policies [WRT] 
Operating range [CABJ 
Operation 
Irrigatioii operatioil [WRT] 
Reservoir operation [HQ] 
Operations 




Optimization methods [CAB] 
Organization 
Organization change [HQ] 
Organization of work [CAB] 
Organization theory [HQ] 
Social organizatioii [Ha] 
Organizafional 
Organizational change [HQ] 
Organizational design [HQ] 
Organizational development [CAB] 
Organizational dyiiaiiiics [HQ  I 
Organizations 
Nan-governmental organizations [OD1  I 
Organizations [CAB] 32 
0  wnership 
Land ownership [CAB] 
Private ownership [CAB] 
Public ownership [CAB] 
DESCRIPTOR WORDS 
Paddy 
Paddy fields [Ha] 
Participation 
Farmer participation [HQ] 
Social participation [CAB] 
Participatory 
Participatory management [HQ] 
Participatory rural appraisal [HQ] 
Pastoral 

















Performance assessment [HQ] 
Performance evaluation [WRT] 
Performance indexes [CAB] 
Performance indicators [HQ] 







Personnel management [WRT] 
Perspeclive 
Users’ perspective [HQ] 
Pest 
Pest control [CAB] 
Pesticide 




Beans (phaseolus) [CAB] 
Phaseolus vulgaris [CAB] 
Pickers 
Cotton pickers [CAB] 
Pipes 
Concrete pipes [CAB] 
Pipes [CAB] 
Pitcher 
Pitcher irrigation [ODI] 
Places 
Work places [CAB] 
Plains 
Flood plains [CAB] 
Planning 
Agricultural planning [CAB] 
Financial planning [CAB] 
Investinent planning [CAB] 
Management planning [WRT] 
National plaiuiing [CAB] 
Planning [CAB] 
Project planning [WRT] 
Regional planning [CAB] 
Strategic planning [UN] 
Strategy planning [HQ] 
Plans 
Development plans [CAB] 33  DESCRIPTOR WORDS 
Plant 
Plant diseases [CAB] 
Plant growth [WRT] 
Plant propagation [CAB] 
Plant protection [CAB] 
Soil-water-plant  relationships [WRT] 
Plants 






Operating policies [WRT] 
Policy 
Agricultural financial policy [CAB] 
Agricultural policy [CAB] 
Credit policy [CAB] 
Development policy [CAB] 
Economic policy [CAB] 
Environmental policy [WRT] 
Fiscal policy [CAB] 
Food policy [CAB] 
Forest policy [CAB] 
Investment policy [CAB] 
Marketing policy [CAB] 
Policy [CAB] 
Policy making [WRT] 
Price policy [CAB] 
Public policy [WRT] 
Research policy [CAB] 
Trade policy [CAB] 
Water policy [CAB] 
Political 
Political analysis [HQ] 
Political aspects [WRT] 
Political attitudes [CAB] 
Political constraints [WRT] 
PolIution 
Air pollution [CAB] 
Pollution [CAB] 
Pollution control [WRT] 
Water pollution [CAB] 
Ponds 
Farm ponds [HQ] 
Population 
Population [CAB] 
Population dynamics [CAB] 
Population growth [CAB] 
Postharvest 
Posthalvest systenis [CAB] 
Potatoes 
Potatoes [CAB] 
Sweet potatoes [CAB] 
Potential 
Groundwater potential [WRT] 




Electric power demand [WRT] 
Wind power [CAB] 
Practices 
Irrigation practices [WRT] 
Pragmatic 




Precision land levelling [HQ] 
Price 
Price elasticities [CAB] 
Price policy [CAB] 
Prices 
Agricultural prices [CAB] 





Primary level irrigation [HQ] 
Printing 
Printing industry [UN] 34 
DESCRIPTOR WORDS 
Priorilies 
ResearcL priorities [WRT] 
Private 
Private investment [CAB] 
Private ownership [CAB] 




Probability analysis [CAB] 
Problem 
Problem analysis [CAB] 
Process 
Stochastic process [CAB] 
Processing 
Data processing [CAB] 
Production 
Agricultural production [CAB] 
Animal production [CAB] 
Crop production [CAB] 
Food production [CAB] 
Location of production [CAB] 
Meat production [CAB] 
Milk production [CAB] 
Production [CAB] 
Production custs [CAB] 
Production economics [CAB] 
Production functions [CAB] 
Seed production [CAB] 
Wool production [CAB] 
Productivity 
Labor productivity [CAB] 





Linear prograinining [CAB] 
Programs 
Irrigation programs [WRT] 
Progress 
Technical progress [CAB] 
Project 
Project appraisal [CAB] 
Project control [CAB] 
Project design [ODI] 
Project management [ODI] 
Project planning [WRT] 
Projects 
Development projects [CAB] 
Projects [CAB] 
Research projects [CAB] 
Propagation 
Plant propagation [CAB] 
Properties 
Soil properties [CAB] 
Property 
Common properly [ODI] 
Property [CAB] 
Protection 
Plant protection [CAB] 
Protective 
Protective irrigation [HQ] 
Public 
Public administration [ODI] 
Public economics [HQ] 
Public finance [CAB] 
Public goods [HQ] 
Public health [CAB] 
Public investnient [CAB] 
Public ownership [CAB] 
Public policy [WRT] 
Public sector [CAB] 






Low lift pumps [ODI] 
Manual pumps [Ha] 
Pumps [CAB] 35  DESCRIPTOR WORDS 
Qualitative 
Qualitative techniques [CAB] 
Quati0 
Air quality [CAB] 
Quality control [WRT] 
Water quality [WRT] 
QuanliIative 




Rain-fed farming [CAB] 
Rain  fall 
Rainfall-runoff relationships [WRT] 
Range 
Operating range [CAB] 
Rapid 
Rapid methods [CAB] 
Rapid rural appraisal [HQ] 
Rates 
Wage rates [CAB] 
Water rates [WRT] 
Ratio 
Interquartile ratio [HQ] 
Recharge 





Land reclamation [CAB] 
Soil reclainatiou [CAB] 
Recovery 








Agrarian reform [CAB] 
Land reform [CAB] 
Monetary reform [CAB] 
Regional 
Regional development [CAB] 
Regional planning [CAB] 
Regression 
Regression analysis [CAB] 
Regulated 
Regulated flow [WRT] 
Regulation 
Canal regulation [Ha] 
Canal regulation techniques [HQ] 
Regulators 
Flow regulators [WRT] 
Rehabilitation 
Pragmatic rehabilitation [Ha] 
Rehabilitation [CAB] 
Relations 
Gender relations [HQ] 
Soil water relations [CAB] 
Relationships 
Rainfall-runoff relationships [WRT] 
Soil-water-plant relationships [WRT] 
Relative 




Remote sensing [CAB] 
Rent 
Rent seekiug [Ha] 
Requirements 
Irrigation requirements [WRT] 36 
Water requirements [CAB] 
Research 
Agricultural research [CAB] 
On farm research [HQJ 
Research [CAB] 
Research institutes [CAB] 
Research methods [UN] 
Research policy [CAB] 
Research priorities [WRT] 
Research projects [CAB] 
Reservoir 
Reservoir operation [HQ] 




Pesticide residues [CAB] 
Resource 
Human resource development [HQ] 
Resource allocation [CAB] 
Resource management [CAB] 
Water resource management [CABJ 
Resources 
Energy resources [CAB] 
Financial resources [UN] 
Forest resources [CAB] 
Human resources [CAB] 
Human resources development [HQ] 
Intra household division of resources [HQ] 
Land resources [CAB] 
Natural resources [CAB] 
Water resources [CAB] 
Water resources development [WRTJ 
Response 
Yield response functions [CAB] 
Retrieval 




Water reuse [WRT] 
Revolulion 
Green revolution [CAB] 
DESCRIPTOR WORDS 
Rice 
Floating rice [CAB] 
Rice [CABJ 
Rice bran [CAB  J 
Rice byproducts [CAB] 
Rice husks [CAB] 
Rights 




River basin development [WRTJ 




Farm roads [CAB] 
Roads [CAB] 
Rool 




Rotational flow [WRTJ 
Runoff 
Rainfall-runoff relationships [WRT] 
Runoff [CAB] 
Runoff water [CAB] 
Surface runoff [WRT] 
Rural 
Participatory rural appraisal [HQ] 
Rapid rural appraisal [Ha] 
Rural development [CAB] 
Rural economy [CAB] 
Rural sociology [CAB] 
Rural unemployment [CABJ 
Rural urban migration [CAB] 
Rural welfare [CABJ 
Rural wonien [CAB] 
Salinily 
Salinity [CAB] li 
DESCRIPTOR WORDS 
Salinity control [ODI] 
Soil salinity [CAB] 
Salt 
Salt water intrusion [CAB] 
Sandy 




Satellite surveys [CAB] 
Scale 
Small scale systems [HQ] 
Scarcity 
Water scarcity [WRT] 
Scheduling 
Irrigation scheduling [CAB] 
Scheduling [CAB] 
Schemes 








Well screens [WRTI 
Seasonal 
Seasonal variation [CAB] 
Secondary 
Secondary level irrigation [HQ] 
Sector 
Private sector [CAB] 
Public sector [CAB] 
Tertiary sector [CAB] 
Security 
Food security [ODI] 
37 
Sedimentary 




Seed production [CAB] 
Seeking 
Rent seeking [Ha] 
Seepage 
Seepage [CAB] 
Seepage loss [WRT] 
SelJ’ 
Self governance [HQ] 
Self help [CAB] 
Self inanageinent [UN] 
Sensing 
Remote sensing [CAB] 
Sensitive 
Sensitivity analysis [WRT] 
Series 
Time series [CAB] 
Services 
Information services [CAB] 
Settlement 
Settlement [CAB] 
Settlement patterns [CAB] 
Shallow 




Sheep farming [CAB] 
Shortage 
Food shortage [ODI] 
Labor shortage [ODI] 
Water shortage [WRT] 
Silt 





Simulation analysis [CAB] 
Simulation models [CAB] 
Sinhalese 
Sinhalese language [HQ] 
Sites 
Irrigated sites [CAB] 
Situation 
Economic situation [CAB] 
Sue 
Farm size [CAB] 
Small 
Small farms [CAB] 
Small scale systems [HQ] 
Social 
Social aspects [WRT] 
Social behavior [CAB] 
Social change [CAB] 
Social development [CAB] 
Social impact [WRT] 
Social integration [CAB] 
Social organization [HQ] 
Social participation [CAB] 
Social sciences [CAB] 
Social status [CAB] 
Social structure [CAB] 




Agricultural society [CAB] 
Pastoral society [CAB] 
Sociological 
Sociological analysis [CAB] 
Sociology 
Rural sociology [CAB] 
Sodic 
Sodic soils [CAB] 
Software 
Computer software [CAB] 
Soil 
Soil analysis [CAB] 
Soil classification [CAB] 
Soil conservation [CAB] 
Soil degradation [CAB] 
Soil fertility [CAB] 
Soil management [CAB] 
Soil moisture [CAB] 
Soil properties [CAB] 
Soil reclamation [CAB] 
Soil salinity [CAB] 
Soil structure [CAB] 
Soil surveys [CAB] 
Soil temperature [CAB] 
Soil texture [CAB] 
Soil water [CAB] 
Soil water movement [CAB] 
Soil-water-plant relationships [WRT] 
Soil water relations [CAB] 
Soik 
Alkaline soils [CAB] 
Black cotton soils [CAB] 
Clay soils [CAB] 
Coastal soils [CAB] 
Eroded soils [CAB] 
Expansive soils [WRT] 
Irrigated soils [CAB] 
Red soils [CAB] 
Sandy soils [CAB] 







Spate irrigation [ODI] 
Springs 
Springs [CAB, WRT] 
Sprinkler 
Sprinkler irrigation [CAB] 
Standards 
Living standards [CAB] 








Social status [CAB] 
Woman's status [CAB] 
Stochastic 
Stochastic process [CAB] 
stocks 
Buffer stocks [CAB] 
Storage 
Data storage and retrieval [WRT] 
Reservoir storage [WRT] 
Storage [CAB] 
Water storage [CAB] 
Strategic 
Strategic management [HQ] 
Strategic planning [UN] 
Strategy 
Strategy planning [Ha] 
Stream 
Stream flow [CAB] 
Stress 
Moisture stress [WRT] 
Water stress [CAB] 
Structural 
Essential Structural Improvement [HQ] 
Structure 
Social structure [CAB] 
Soil structure [CAB] 
Structures 
Hydraulic structures [WRT] 
Studies 




Subsistance farming [CAB] 
Subsurface 
Subsurface dams [Ha] 
Subsurface drainage [CAB] 








Supplementary irrigation [HQI 
Supplies 
Electricity supplies [CAB] 
supply 
Food supply [CAB] 
Relative water supply [HQ] 
Water supply [WRT] 
Support 
Decision support tools [HQ] 
Surface 
Surface drainage [CAB] 
Surface irrigation [CAB] 
Surface runoff [WRT] 
Surface water [CAB] 
Surge 




Farm surveys [CAB] 
Satellite surveys [CAB] 
Soil surveys [CAB] 
Surveys [CAB] 
Susrainubility 
Environinental sustlinability [Ha] 
Sustainability [Ha] 40 
Sustainable 




Sweet potatoes [CAB] 
Systems 
Communal irrigation systems [HQ] 
Control systems [WRT] 
Cropping systems [CAB] 
Farmer managed irrigation systems [HQ] 
Farming systems [CAB] 
Geographical Information Systems [HQ] 
Government managed irrigation systems [HCl] 
Information systems [CAB] 
Irrigation systems [CAB] 
Large-scale systems VQ] 
Management control systems [HQ] 
Management Information Systems [UN] 
Posthawest systems [CAB] 
Small scale systems [HQ] 
Social systems [CAB] 
Systems analysis [CAB] 
DESCRIPTOR WORDS 
Table 
Water table [CAB] 
Tank 
Tank beds [HQ] 
Tank irrigation [HQ] 
Teaching 
Teaching [CAB] 
Teaching materials [CAB] 
Technical 
Technical aid [CAB] 
Technical progress [CAB] 
Techniques 
Canal regulation techniques [Ha] 
Computer techniques [CAB] 
Diagnostic techniques [CAB] 
Marketing techniques [WRT] 
Qualitative techniques [CAB] 
Technology 
Appropriate technology [CAB] 
Construction technology [CAB] 
Technology [CAB] 
Technology transfer [WRT] 
Telecommunications 
Telecommunications [CAB UN] 
Temperature 




Land tenure [CAB] 
Terminal 




Tertiary level irrigation [HQ] 
Tertiary sector [CAB] 
Tests 




Soil texture [CAB] 
Theories 
Economic theories [CAB] 
Theory 
Information theory [HQ] 








Time allocation [CAB] 
















Trade policy [CAB] 
Tradilional 
Traditional farming [CAB] 
Training 
Inservice training [CAB] 
Management training [HQ] 
Trainiug [CAB] 
Trainiug and development [HQ] 
Training courses [CAB] 
Training needs assessment [HQ] 
Transfer 
Management transfer [HQ] 
Technology transfer [WRT] 
Water transfer [WRT] 
Transmission 











Deep tube wells [HQ] 
Hand tube wells [Ha] 
Shallow tube wells [HQ] 
Tube well irrigation [CAB] 
Tube wells [CAB] 
Turbines 






Agricultural unemployment [CAB] 
Rural unemployment [CAB] 
Urban 




Conjuuctive use [WRT] 
Land use [CAB] 
Water use [CAB] 
Water use efficiency [CAB] 
User 
User charges [WRT] 
Users’ 
Users’ perspective [HQ] 
Water users [WRT] 
Water users’ associations [HQ] 
Variation 
Seasonal variation [CAB] 
Vectors 
Disease vectors [CAB] 



















Waste water management [WRT] 
Waste waters [CAB] 
Wastes 
Industrial wastes [CAB] 
Water 
Domestic water [WRT] 
Flood water [WRT] 
Irrigation water [WRT] 
Relative water supply [Ha] 
Runoff water [CAB] 
Salt water intrusion [CAB] 
Soil water [CAB] 
Soil water movement [CAB] 
Soil-water-plant relationships [WRT] 
Soil water relations [CAB] 
SurCace water [CAB] 
Waste water management [WRT] 
Water [CAB] 
Water allocation [CAB] 
Water analysis [WRT] 
Water availability [CAB] 
Water balance [CAB] 
Water budget [CAB] 
Water conservation [CAB] 
Water control [WRT] 
Water rotiveyance [WRT] 
Water CQSS  [CAB] 
Water deficit [WRT] 
Water delivery [WRTJ 
Water delivery performance [HQ] 
Water demand [WRT] 
Water development [WRT] 
Water distribution [WRT] 
Water harvesting [CAB] 
Water impoundment [CAB] 
Water law [CAB] 
Water lifting [HQ] 
Water loss [WRT] 
Water management [CAB] 
Water market [HQ] 
Water measurement [WRT] 
Water poky  [CAB] 
Water pollution [CAB] 
Water potential [CAB] 
Water quality (WRT] 
Water rates [WRT] 
Water requirement? [CAB] 
Water resource management [CAB] 
Water resources [CAB] 
Water resources development [WRT] 
Water reuse [WRTJ 
Water rights [WRT] 
Water scarcity [WRT] 
Water shortage [WRT] 
Water storage [CAB] 
Water stress [CAB] 
Water supply (WRT] 
Water table [CAB] 
Water transfer [WRT] 
Water transport [CAB] 
Water use [CAB] 
Water use efficiency [CAB] 
Water users [WRT] 
Water users’ associations [Ha] 
Water wheels [WRT] 
Wuterborne 






Waste waters [CAB] 
Wutershed 




Weed control [CAB] 
Weeds 




Rural welfare [CAB] 
Welfare economics [CAB] 
Well 
Tube well irrigation [CAB] 
Well screens [WRT] 
Wells 
Deep tube wells [Ha] 
Hand tube wells [HQ] 
Shallow tube wells [HQ] 















Woman’s status [CAB] 
Women 
Rural women [CAB] 
Women [CAB] 
Women ia development [HQ] 
WOO1 
Wool production [CAB] 
Work 
Food for work [ODI] 
Organization of work [CAB] 
Work places [CAB] 
Workers 
Peasant workers [CAB] 
Working 
Working conditions [CAB] 
WWkS 




Catchment yield [Ha] 
Crop yield [CAB] 
Yield forecasting[CAB] 




Arid zones [CAB] 
Littoral zones [ODI] GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS 
This section includes all the geographical terms that h,we  been used to date iu the IMIN database. Variant forms of terms 
are indicated with Baud  @  f~ cross references. The initials in brackets refer to the source of the keyword term. 
Italicized terms are descriptor words, but not necessarily legal geographical  terms, bringing together in one placc all 








Use&  Sub-Saharan Africa 







__  Use for Pacific Islands (US) 
Trust Territory of Pacific Islands 




























Burkina Faso [ODI] 
Burundi [CAB] 














Use  for  Cameroun 





Chiang Mai Valley 
CAB -  CABThesautus  OD1  -  Overseas Dcvelopment Institute 
WRT -  Water Resources Thesaurus  UN  -  UN Macrothesaurus 



















South East Asia 
East Asia [CAB] 
Use@-  Far East 
EasTiSktigal [HQJ 
East Java [HQ] 
East Pakistan [Ha] 
East Punjab [HQ] 






















Himachal Pradesh [HQ] 
Hungary (CAB] 
India [CAB] 
Indiaii States [ODI] 
Indonesia [CAB] 
Indus River [Ha] 
Iraq [CAB] 
Islands 





















Kirindi Oya [HQ] 
Korea Republic [CAB] 
__  Usefor Korca, South 
South Korea 
Use  Korea Republic 
Korea, South 
KoGine  [OD11 
CAB  -  CABTliesaurus  OD1  -  Overscas Development lnstitutc 
WRT -  Water Resourrcs Thesaurus  UN  -  UN Macrothesaurus 
HQ  -  IIMl Headquarters 
I 
I 47  GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS 
Lao [CAB] 
Laos [HQ] 
Use Laos  - 
use&  Lao 
Latrherica  [CAB] 
Luzon 
Central Luzon [Ha] 
Madagascar [CAB] 





See  _-  also Malaysia 
See also Malaya 
MamCx] 
Mariana Islands [CAB] 






Use  American Oceania 
Middle East [CAB] 
Use  for Near East 
Morocco [CAB] 
Mozanibique [CAB] 
Muda River [HQ] 
Mysore [ODI] 
Use for Burma  _- 
_- 
Near East 
Use  Middle East 
NeF[CAB] 
Netherlands [CAB] 
New York [HQ] 
New Zealand [CAB] 
Niger [CAB] 
Niger River [ODI] 
Nigeria [CAB] 






CAB -  CABThesauNs 
WRT - Water Resources Thesaurus 
North Africa [CAB] 
North Sulawesi [HQ] 
Northeast Thailand [Ha] 
Norway [CAB] 
Nusa Tenggara 












Pacific Islands [CAB] 























See elso Zimbabwe 
Indus River 
_- 
OD1  -  Overseas Development Institute 
UN  -  UN Macrothesaurus 
HQ  -  IIMI Headquarters 












Sierra Leone [CAB] 
Sind [HQ] 
Sokoto [ODI] 
Solomon Islands [CABJ. 
South 
-  Use  South East Asia 
Africa South of  Sahara [CAB] 
Africa South of Sahara 
South America 
South Asia 
South East Asia 
South Sulawesi 
South America [CAB] 
South Asia [HQ] 




Use  for  Southeast Asia 
Use Korea Republic 
__ 
Use South  East Asia 
Southeru Africa 
Southern Africa [CAB] 
Sri Lanka [CAB] 
Sub-Saharan Africa 
























Trust Territory of Pacific Islands 
Tuiza  [CAB] 
Turkaua [ODI] 
Use American Oceania 
Uda 
Uda Walawe 
Uda Walawe [Ha] 
Use  fur Walawe 
United States of America 
Use USA 
UpFVolta  [CAB] 
Use  Burkina Faso 
USXific  Island Trust Territory 
Use American Oceania 
USA[i3AB] 
Use fur United Slate of America 
USE[?AB] 





Use  Vietnam 
Chiang Mai Valley 
Vietnarn [CAB] 
Vie1 Nam 
Wadi Kutum [ODI] 
Walawe 
Uda Walawe 
CAB -  CABThesauNs  OD1  -  Overseas Development Inslitute 
WRT -  Water Resources Thesaurus  UN  -  UNMacrothesauNs 
HQ  -  IIMI Headquarters 





West Nusa Tenggara 
West Pnujab 
West Sumatra 
West Africa [CAB] 
West Bengal [ODI] 
West Java [HQ] 
West Nusa Tenggara [HQ] 
West Punjab [Ha] 





Western Europe [CAB] 






See also  Rhodesia  _- 
CAB  -  CABThesaurus  OD1  -  Overseas Development Institute 
WRT -  Water Resources Thesaurus  UN  -  UNMacrothesauNs 
HQ  -  IIMI Headquarters 